
Scam of the Week™

November 16, 2012 

World Tour continues to El Roy for the Grand Prix of Austin which you 

to can enjoy on Speed.

Joke of the Week™ - Over five thousand years ago, Moses said to the 

children of Israel , "Pick up your shovels, mount your asses and camels, and I will 

lead you to the Promised Land."

Nearly 75 years ago, (when Social Security was introduced) Roosevelt 

said, "Lay down your shovels, sit on your asses, and light up a Camel, this is the 

Promised Land."

Today, Congress has stolen your shovel . . . . visit The Reverend Tony™ 

for the Joke of the Week™.

Football - Texas rests this week after indeed running the option pass to 

the tight end out of the wishbone set on the first offensive play from scrimmage  

against Iowa State and it worked again, as usual, this time for 47 yards, three 

more than Street to Peschel.

Oklahoma travel 1,140 miles to Morgantown WVA for a Saturday night 

tango with the Mountaineers. From 6pm cst on FOX.

The BCS Championship according to The Reverend Tony™ - Week 

11 leaves 38 teams from 10 conferences still in the hunt.

Fútbol - Tomorrow Arsenal play a London derby with Tottenham really 

really needing all three points after again having drawn with Fulham last week by 
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missing their first penalty kick of the year at the death. From The Emirates, 7:45 

am cst Saturday on ESPN2.

Sun Stein once say “We can't solve problems by using the same kind of 

thinking we used when we created them.”

Password tonight is Barley. 

Peace, love and margaritas, I remain The Reverend Tony™. 

Formula Une™ - Errata Grand Prix of Austin, is not blacked out in the 

Austin viewing market and available online SPEED for sure donʼt you know.

Polyticks - Watch Texas government get small with every Bill filed for 

the upcoming session such as HB 161 by Larson “relating to drug testing of 

certain persons seeking financial assistance benefits” which would include 

Formula Une?

Light, sweet crude settled at $85.45, natural gas at $3.703 and the €uro at 

$1.2773, all steady freddie from last week. 
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3 dead last week in The War Without End, Amen™.  286 for the year and 

counting.
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